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Introduction
In the field of scientific and technical computation,
we need to solve numerically the various equations
which describe realistic problems like natural
phenomena or engineering problems.
In the end their solutions often be reduced to
solving linear equations of large size:

Ax = b

A

x
b

: the coefficient matrix of size n×n
: the solution vector of size n
: the right hand side vector of size n

It is important to solve this equation
fast and accurately.

Motivation: Which algorithm
should we select ?
Who evaluate these algorithms’
properties and efficiencies
Direct methods
based on
Gaussian Elimination
LU , Cholesky
others

systematically ?

Nonstationary iterative
Methods
(Krylov Subspace meth.)

Furthermore :
Preconditioning !
ILU, Point Jacobi,
Hybrid, I+S, SA-AMG,
others

Conjugate Gradient
BiCG , CGS
Bi-CGSTAB
BiCGstab(l )
GMRES , GPBiCG
others

Iterative methods

Stationary iterative
methods
Jacobi
Gauss-Seidel
SOR
others

Current status and problems
If the coefficient matrix A is symmetric positive definite,
we may select the CG method or the Cholesky method.
But if the coefficient matrix is nonsymmetric, we never
know which algorithm should we select ?
Especially, about Krylov subspace method:
There is no clear best Krylov subspace method
at this time, and there will never be a best overall
Krylov subspace method.
Templates for the solution of linear systems:
building blocks for iterative methods,
R. Barrett, et. al, SIAM, 1994.

Further, we never know the effect of preconditioning
till getting these computing results.

a Survey and Evaluation System
on Numerical Algorithms

Research purposes
Systematic performance evaluation
and the characteristic analysis
on numerical algorithms
We analyze actual characteristics and so on, by using
some data analyzing methods or data evaluation methods,
TQM, statistics, data mining or visualization technique.
Here, we pay attention to various data generated by
several solution algorithms.

Survey chart on Iter. Num.
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Computational evaluation system
(Conceptual diagram)
Matrices
Matrix A
Matrix B

Algorithms
BiCG
Bi-CGSTAB
BiCGStab(l )

Matrix C

GMRES

others

others

Displaying by
web browser

DataBase

Calculation Server
Some data
obtained
by calculation

Data
Analyzing

Data Analysis
Server

Web Server
(Access to DB /
Visualizing of data)

System environment
(Calculation Server)
- Matrices (Test problems):
52 kinds of matrices for linear equations from Matrix Market
Each RHS vector is generated by b=Ax, here x=(1.0 , … , 1.0)

- Algorithms (Numerical Calculation Library):
Lis [Lis-AMG-1.0.1 seq. ver.] (H.Kotakemori, A.Nishida, H.Hasegawa)
12 solvers × 8 preconditioning (including “no precond.” )
Machine

Sun Fire V880

CPU

UltraSPARC III (900 MHz)

Memory size

16 GB

Operating System

Solaris 9

Compiler

Sun Workshop 6 (cc, f90)

Outline of Lis library
Lis (a Library of Iterative Solvers for linear systems)
- Including sequential version of the algorithms, and two of parallel
versions of MPI and OpenMP.
- Supporting 11 types of storage format. (CRS, CCS, MSR, DIA, …)

Component of Lis:

[Lis-AMG-1.0.1 modified ver. (almost equiv. to ver.1.0.2) ]

(Some algorithms with † mark are one of features of Lis)
Iterative methods
Non-stationary iterative methods
CG, BiCG, CGS, BiCGStab, BiCGStab(l ),
GPBiCG†, TFQMR, Orthomin(m), GMRES(m)
Stationary iterative methods
Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel, SOR

Preconditioning
For non-stationary iterative methods
None, (Point) Jacobi, ILU(k), SSOR, Hybrid†,
I+S†, SAINV, SAAMG†
For stationary iterative methods
None, I+S†

Evaluating conditions
- The maximum of iterative number:
We set the value of matrix’s size.

x0 = 0

- Initial vector:
- Converging criterion:

rk

2

b 2 ≤ 1.0 ×10−12

- Here, the vector r is the residual vector in the algorithm. For example,

rk +1 = rk − α k Apk

on the Conjugate Gradient method.

- Evaluation by the true residual vector

rˆ = b − Axˆ , x̂ : Numerical solution
rˆ

2

b 2 ≤ 1.0 ×10−8

Outline of the iterative method
to solve a linear equations
and its convergence property
As a representative of the Krylov Subspace method:
The Conjugate Gradient (CG) method
An initial vector : x0

p0 = r0 = b − Ax0

for k = 0,1, L until rk ≤ ε b

These iterative algorithms can converge
on the solution with repeating.
⎛
log10 ⎜⎜
⎝

α k = ( pk , rk ) ( pk , Apk )
xk +1 = xk + α k pk
The residual vector
rk +1 = rk − α k Apk
β k = − (rk +1 , Apk ) ( pk , Apk )
pk +1 = rk +1 + β k pk
end

r
r

k
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

Converging History

Iterative numbers

Matrices

Survey chart

Algorithms (Combination of Solver and Preconditioning)
NOTE: Some blue square frames may be causing a slight difference
by the limit of the performance of the drawing software.

Explanatory notes
The fastest algorithm
Score =
* 10
Other algorithm
(About CPU time or the iterative
number till convergence)

“*” means “Not converged by judging the true residual”
(converged by judging the algorithm’s residual)
“.” means “Reached at the maximum of the iterative
number, or breakdown”
(Not converged by judging the algorithm’s residual)
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Survey chart on Iter. Num.
(Grouping by Solver)
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Survey chart on Iter. Num.
(Grouping by Preconditioning)
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Observation - 1
From these results, we can know that

preconditioning
is more effective than
solver
to convergence of iterative solutions.

For Symmetric systems
CPU
time
None

Point
Jacobi

ILU(k)

SSOR

Iter.
Num.

SAINV

Hybrid
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SAAMG

For NonSymmetric systems
CPU
time
None

Point
Jacobi
ILU(k)

Iter.
Num.

SSOR

Hybrid

I+S

SAINV

SAAMG

Outline of
the I+S preconditioning
Originally the I+S preconditioning was proposed for Jacobi method or
Gauss-Seidel method by A.D.Gunawardena, S.K.Jain and L.Snyder (1991)

Then the matrix S :

Coefficient matrix :
⎡ a11
⎢a
⎢ 21
A=⎢ M
⎢
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Ax = b
( I + S ( m ) ) Ax = ( I + S ( m ) )b
I : Unit matrix
m=1: original, m=3: Lis default
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In Japan, several variations of the I+S
have been proposed by the group of prof.
H.Niki, T.Kohno, H.Kotakemori, et.al.. of
Okayama University of Science. And they
have studied to apply this preconditioning
to Krylov SP solvers.

Observation - 2
Effect of the I+S preconditioning to
symmetric system:
In general, even if matrix A is symmetric,
matrix (I+S)A is not symmetric.
In usual, if matrix A is symmetric, then the conjugate
gradient (CG) method is thought as the best in the
Krylov subspace methods.
But these results show that some combinations of
the I+S prec. and solver to the symmetric systems solve
faster than other algorithms based on the CG method.

Concluding remarks
1) We have proposed a performance evaluation
system of the numerical algorithm to solve linear
equations. By using this system, we can analyze
the data obtained in solving systematically.
2) Our survey chart shows that preconditioning is
more effective in convergence than solver.
3) Especially, the I+S preconditioning is effective not
only in nonsymmetric system but in symmetric
system, under this computational system
environment and these evaluation conditions.

Our research fields
Theoretical
Science
Conventional
Numerical
Analysis’ approach

Experimental
Science
Computational
Science

Our Challenge
Our Approach

In the past, the solution algorithms which were proposed from
the aspect of the theory have been verified by the numerical
experiments. These results are merely simulation to the theory.
Our research is one of experimental sciences that analyzes
obtained data. It evaluates the value itself of the data obtained
by calculation.

The role of my research
to ATRG after this
My research results
DataBase

Data
Analyzing
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